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Foreword from the Chief Executive Designate 

This document sets out the principles and formal arrangements for governance 

across the Reach4 Academy Trust.  As a charitable Trust we are accountable for:   

• the educational outcomes and welfare of all children attending Reach4 

schools;   

• the livelihoods of our employees;   

• the prudent management of taxpayers’ money; and   

• the stewardship of public buildings and land.    

The quality and effectiveness of our governance is pivotal to ensuring all of those 

resources are used most effectively in delivering learning opportunities for children 

and best value to the taxpayer.  

At the heart of governance in a charity like Reach4 is the non-executive team, 

made up entirely of volunteers. These individuals bring their experiences and 

judgement and accept accountability not for personal material benefit but for the 

greater public good and in particular to improve the life chances of the pupils in our 

schools.   

The law places accountability for the educational outcomes and financial diligence 

of the Trust firmly with the Trustees and the CEO as Accounting Officer. However, a 

fundamental principle for us is that effective governance is best delivered as close 

as possible to the point of impact of decisions.  For this reason we have developed a 

governance structure that delegates significant accountability to our LGBs (Local 

Governing Bodies). These bodies provide the overview and scrutiny of the 

management and governance of Reach4 academies.  

The purpose of this document is to provide clarity on the structure by which the 

different elements of governance work together for the benefit of the whole Trust. 

We have based our model on our experience and the successes and lessons learned 

by our predecessors. I have no doubt we will have further lessons to learn over the 

years as we use this model of effective governance in practice. We will review the 

details of these governance arrangements annually as a family of governors: LGB 

Governors, Directors and Trustees.  

Thank you for your contribution to this crucial work. 

Libby Nicholas 
CEO designate 

Reach4 Academy Trust  
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Reach4 Academy Trust – overview of relevant documentation 
for each element of governance 

 

All Governance Charter: outlines the tiers and principles of governance across 
the group 

Roles and Functions matrix: identifies the tier at which a decision/function 
sits 

Members Articles of Association: constitution of the Academy Trust specifying the 
composition of the membership and how it conducts business.   

Guidance page on the role of a member. 

Trustees Articles of Association: constitution of the Academy Trust specifying the 
objects, powers, composition of the Trustees and how they conduct 
business. 

Terms of reference for the Trust Board: the role of the Trustee. 

Conflict of interest and related party transaction policy. 

Trust Board and Sub-
Committees 

Terms of reference: specifying composition, remit and delegated 
functions. 

Regional Board Constitution and Terms of delegation: specifying composition, remit and 
delegated functions. 

Regional Board Sub-
Committees 

Terms of reference: specifying composition, remit and delegated 
functions. 

Local Governing 
Bodies 

Constitution and Terms of delegation: specifying composition, remit and 
delegated functions. 

LGB Transition Board 
& Intervention Board 

Terms of reference: specifying composition, remit and delegated 
functions. 

Executive Scheme of delegation of executive powers. 
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Reach4 Governance Charter 

Reach4 is a charitable voluntary organisation which relies on the valuable input of a 
number of non-executive volunteers, supported by an experienced team of staff. 
Due to the increasing size of the organisation and the number of schools for which it 
will become responsible, coupled with its drive for accountability, it is also a complex 
organisation with various important elements of governance.  

Principles 

1. The Reach4 Charter sets out the fundamental principles of the organisation and lays 
down the rules for its governance.  The Charter consists of the principles set out here, 
the Academy Trust Articles of Association and the detail set out in the Roles and 
Functions Matrix and Terms of Reference.   

2. The governance principles of Reach4 recognise the importance of developing 
relationships with common purpose and they are about developing processes and 
structures. 

3. We will continue to develop our governance arrangements to shape and take account 
of best practice in the sector. The ’21 questions that every Multi-academy Trust should 
ask itself’ (March 2015; see Annex 1), set out by the All Party Parliamentary Group on 
Education Governance and Leadership, provides a foundation by which we will assess 
the effectiveness of our governance.  

4. Financial governance must, as a foundation, be compliant with the principles and 
regulations set out in the Academies Financial Handbook. Reach4 aims to go beyond 
this foundation to provide excellence in its governance. 

5. Governance is underpinned by a common understanding about who is responsible for 
providing valuable input to decision making and who has the decision-making 
responsibility. 

6. Effective governance in our Academy Trust is supported by the following: 

i. Trust Members – the guardians of the Constitution 

ii. Trust Board – the Directors / Trustees 

iii. Trust sub-committees 

iv. Regional Boards and their sub-committees – led by Regional Ambassadors 

v. Local Governing Bodies – the Local Governors 

vi. The Executive Team – the Chief Executive Officer (the CEO), Director of 
Operations, Director of Finance, Director of Education (Primary), Director of 
Education (Secondary), Director of Inclusion and their respective teams.  
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7. The Trust Board has overall responsibility and ultimate decision-making authority for all 
the work of the Academy Trust, including the establishment and maintenance of the 
Academies. 

8. Regional Boards have three key functions: 

i. Provide regional overview, scrutiny and challenge of academy education and 
financial performance; 

ii. Support regional locality forums for academy leaders and governors to 
shape and influence Academy Trust thinking; and 

iii. Ensure an effective flow of communication between Local Governing Bodies, 
Regional Boards and the Trust Board. 

9. The governance of each Academy shall be delegated to the relevant Local Governing 
Body. 

Vision and Values: "Inspiring Beyond Measure" 

The shared vision and values of Reach4 and all the Academies underpins the 
governance arrangements of the Academy Trust. 

Reach4 supports the independence and distinguishing characteristics of each of the 
Academies and seeks to provide a level of autonomy proportionate to the success of 
the Academy. This gives Reach4 its distinctiveness.  

Recognising the value of collaboration and the advantage of a public association, 
Reach4 will provide a voice on national issues affecting the Academy Trust and our 
academies, helping to communicate the Academy Trust’s needs and concerns to 
those responsible for the funding and regulation of publicly funded schools. 

Reach4 has a commitment to supporting the schools within the Reach4 family for 
the benefit of the communities served by the schools. Reach4 expects academies to 
work together in the spirit of solidarity. The relationship between the Academy 
Trust, Regional Boards and Local Governing Bodies is one of partners sharing a 
common goal, drawing on each other’s strengths in order to overcome any 
weaknesses and respond robustly to any challenges. 

Reach4 provides a strong, responsible foundation from which every academy 
develops and grows. It provides a subtle yet crucial role, aiming always to be a 
trustworthy, reliable and inspirational organisation, delivering the best possible 
learning experiences.  

As an Academy Trust we are committed to creating a culture that strongly reflects 
our five core “Value Partners”, which are equally applicable to pupils, staff and the 
work of the Trust itself: Responsibility and Leadership, Enjoyment and Innovation, 
Aspiration and Development, Collaboration and Inclusion, and Honesty and Integrity. 
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Governance links with REAch2 Academy Trust 

The two academy trusts have a great deal in common, in terms of overall vision, core 
values and some shared operational capacity, at least initially.  In governance terms, 
they are separate legal entities comprising their own Members and Trustees, with 
minimal overlap, to reduce the risk of related party transactions or conflicts of 
interest. 

Accountability for decisions 

The Trust Board delegates authority to three key groups in order to ensure the 
effective leadership and governance of the Academy Trust.  The three key groups 
are: 

 Executive leadership and management team (the Executive Team); 

 Regional Boards 

 Local Governing Bodies. 

The relationship between the Trust Board and the Executive Team, the Regional 
Boards and the Local Governing Bodies is characterised as a partnership to realise a 
common vision and a common purpose. In the case of the Regional Boards and the 
Local Governing Bodies, the relationship between the three tiers of governance is 
also based on the principles of: 

1. no duplication of governance 

2. governance should be as close as possible to the point of impact of decision-making. 

The Terms of Reference and the Roles and Functions Matrix provides clarity as to 
who the decision makers are for different levels of decisions.  Effectiveness of both 
management and governance is supported through clarity over who holds the 
decision-making responsibility and who supports and advises the decision makers.  
The use of the ‘Bain RAPID’ tool, described in Appendix 2, will underpin the 
relationships developed at different levels of governance and management to 
ensure effective and efficient decision making. 
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Intervention 

The Trust Board remains ultimately responsible for the Academy Trust and the 
conduct of the Academies. The operation of the various elements of governance 
outlined in this Charter are crucial to the success of the group. However, there will 
be circumstances (the exception rather than the norm) where the Trust Board might 
need to intervene and, for example, withdraw delegated authority in a particular 
element of governance.  

In such circumstances, the Trust Board, along with the Executive Team, would work 
closely with any Academies concerned and those involved in their governance who 
would be expected to promptly implement any advice or recommendations made by 
the Trust Board and the Executive Team.  

The Trust Board reserves the right to review or remove any power or responsibility 
which it has delegated, in particular, in circumstances where serious concerns in the 
running of an Academy (or Academies) are identified, including where: 

 there are concerns about financial matters;  

 insufficient progress is being made against educational targets (including where 
intervention by the Secretary of State is being considered or carried out); 

 there has been a breakdown in the way the Academy is managed or governed; or 

 the safety of pupils or staff is threatened, including a breakdown of discipline. 

 

Overview of key elements of our governance 

Members 

Reach4 has “Members” who are best viewed as guardians of the constitution, 
changing the Articles if necessary and ensuring the charitable object is fulfilled. The 
Members appoint some of the Trustees and can exercise reserve powers to appoint 
and remove Trustees. It is, however, anticipated that this power will rarely, if ever, 
be exercised. The Academy Trust will ordinarily have at least five Members. 

Trust Board 

The corporate management and trustee responsibility for the actions of the 
company is vested in the “Trustees” of the Academy Trust (together, referred to as 
"the Trust Board"), who are company directors registered with Companies House. 
The Trustees are personally responsible for the actions of the Academy Trust and the 
Academies and are accountable to the Members, to the Secretary of State for 
Education and to the wider community for the quality of the education received by 
all pupils of the Academies and for the expenditure of public money. The Trustees 
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are required, as trustees and pursuant to the Funding Agreements, to have systems 
in place through which they can assure themselves of the quality, safety and good 
practice of the affairs of the Academy Trust. 

The role of the Trust Board is reflected in the ’21 questions that every Multi-
academy Trust should ask itself’ identified by the All Party Parliamentary Group on 
Education Governance and Leadership (March 2015) and set out in Appendix 1 of 
this Charter: 

 Setting the vision, ethos and strategy for the Academy Trust and its academies over 
the next three to five years; 

 Establishing the governance structures for the Academy Trust, from Members to 
Academy level, in keeping with the Articles of Association; 

 Providing clarity, through the published Terms of Reference and the Roles and 
Functions Matrix, of the level at which the following governance functions are 
exercised:  

o determining each individual Academy’s vision, ethos and strategic direction 

o recruiting each Academy’s Principal 

o performance management of each Academy’s Principal 

o determining Human Resources policy and practice 

o oversight of each Academy’s budget 

o assessment of the risks for each Academy. 

 Setting the level at which the Regional Boards and LGBs will have authority and 
accountability through the scheme of delegation; 

 Engaging with the Academies' communities, parents, pupils and staff; 

 Contributing to developing collaborative relationships beyond the Academy Trust; 

 Ensuring that there is a strong and effective executive leadership structure and 
personnel in place across the Trust; 

 Overview and scrutiny of Academies’ education performance data; 

 Overview and scrutiny of the Academy Trust’s financial capability and management 
systems to ensure compliance with the Academies Financial Handbook, and deliver 
best value for money; 

 Ensuring senior leaders within Academies are challenged to improve the education 
of pupils; 

 Developing the Trust Board to ensure that it has the capacity, skills and succession 
plans to have a positive impact on outcomes for pupils. 

The Trust Board sets Trust-wide policy. 
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Regional Board Chairs will be able to attend Trust Board meetings as advisors to the 
Board in order to improve effective governance and partnership at all levels of the 
organisation. 

The Board will carry out a regular skills audit of its Trustees. Where key skills are 
missing on the Board, expertise will be procured to support the challenge and 
scrutiny of specialist areas such as human resources or educational performance.   

 

Trust Board Sub-Committees 

Trust Board Sub-Committees provide the overview and high-level scrutiny of the 
prioritised risks and regional overview provided by each of the Regional Boards. The 
principle of ‘no duplication of governance’ requires a clear differentiation of the 
nature of the scrutiny and challenge provided by the Trust Board Sub-Committees of 
each category’s contribution to the overall performance of the Academy Trust.  This 
compares with the Regional Board’s scrutiny of each individual academy’s 
contribution to regional performance. 

The Trust Board Sub-Committees will be: 

 Educational Standards and Performance 

 Finance 

 Human Resources 

 Risk and Audit. 

The Finance Sub-Committee shall establish a remuneration committee for 
determining senior executive salaries and performance criteria. Senior executives 
include the CEO and any member of the Executive Team that reports directly to the 
CEO. The CEO (or managers with the CEO’s delegated authority) determines salaries 
of all other employees, subject to the overall budget limits and pay policy approved 
by the Trust Board.  

Executive Team 

The Reach4 “Executive Team” is the executive management arm of the Academy 
Trust, focusing on operations and the educational performance of the Academies. Its 
members operate under the leadership and direction of the CEO, who is by virtue of 
his/her position a Trustee of the Academy Trust. The Executive Team work directly 
with the staff in each Academy and both the Regional Boards and the Local 
Governing Bodies to ensure that the required outcomes are achieved in accordance 
with the direction and vision of the Trust Board. 

Regional Boards 

The Regional Boards, through the Terms of Delegation and the Roles and Functions 
Matrix, provide the overview, scrutiny and performance challenge of the Academies 
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and Local Governing Bodies in their region.  Regional Ambassadors have the 
appropriate skills and experience to provide effective support and challenge in the 
four areas of scrutiny: educational standards and performance; finance; HR; and risk 
and audit.  

The Regional Boards have a fundamental role to play in developing and maintaining 
positive relationships and common purpose with Local Governing Bodies. This is in 
parallel with the roles of the Director of Education (Primary / Secondary)-led teams 
that will develop and maintain those relationships and common purpose with the 
individual academy management teams. 

The Regional Boards contribute to the effectiveness of the Academy Trust by 
‘knowing’ and being champions of their Academies.  

Local Governing Bodies (LGBs) 

The role of a Local Governor within a Multi-Academy Trust is an important one. In 
developing our governance arrangements, the Trust Board has sought to ensure that 
the responsibility to govern is vested in those closest to the impact of decision-
making and that such responsibility matches the capacity of those assuming 
responsibility. In conjunction with the Directors of Education (Primary / Secondary) 
and the relevant Regional Board, and after a ‘transition board’ phase in some cases, 
the Trust Board establishes Local Governing Bodies for the Academies, for the most 
part made up of individuals drawn from the Academy’s community, both as elected 
and appointed members.  

The Local Governors are accountable to the Regional Board and the Trust Board 
(who in turn are accountable to the Department for Education) as well as to the 
communities they serve. 

The broad duties of the Local Governing Body are summarised as: 

 To contribute to and fulfil the vision and ethos of Reach4 in so far as it relates to the 
Academy, ensuring that the Academy achieves the aims and ambitions it has for its 
pupils, having regard in particular to the benefits of being part of a family of schools 
which stresses the importance of collaboration and mutual support; 

 To implement and review from time to time the strategic plan for the Academy, 
focussing on the Academy’s performance and achieving sustained school 
improvement and having regard to any locally agreed priorities identified by the 
Trust Board; 

 To act as a critical friend to the Academy’s senior leadership team, being ready to 
challenge and hold senior leaders to account for all aspects of the Academy’s 
performance; 

 To oversee the management of the finances of the Academy, assessing the annual 
budget prepared by the Academy’s Principal (with the support of the Academy’s 
senior leadership team) and submitting such for approval by the Regional Board and 
the Trust Board, ensuring that the Academy works within its budget and the 
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Academy’s senior leadership team adopts and implements appropriate risk and 
financial management policies and practices; 

 To support the Trust Board and Regional Board in ensuring that insurance or 
equivalent risk protection is put in place and maintained for all risk areas including 
damage to property, employer liability, public and third party liability and director 
liability in accordance with any policy issued by the Trust Board from time to time; 

 To support the Academy’s Principal in the development and review (from time to 
time) of an appropriate staffing structure for the Academy, ensuring there is robust 
and accountable monitoring of the performance of staff and implementing all and 
any policies relating to staff adopted by the Trust Board; 

 To support the Regional Board and the Trust Board in its monitoring and evaluation 
of the delivery of any central services and functions provided or procured for the 
Academies, reporting any issues or concerns to the Director of Education (Primary) 
and/or Director of Education (Secondary) and, if necessary, the CEO, the Chair of the 
Regional Board or the Chair of the Trust Board; 

 To promote within the organisation and externally the benefits of collaboration with 
the other Academies and to actively seek opportunities to work together either with 
the aim of improving economic efficiencies within the Academies or identifying and 
implementing best practice; 

 To develop effective links within the Academy’s community, communicating openly 
and frequently as appropriate and ensuring that the Academy meets its 
responsibilities to the community and serves the community’s needs in relation to 
the safeguarding and education of its pupils; and 

 To engage fully and openly with any inspection of the Academy, whether by the 
Trust Board, Ofsted or any other appropriate public body to whom the Academy is 
accountable. 

Pupil, parent and staff voice 

Accessing and responding to pupils’ collective concerns is an important part of the 
operations and governance of Reach4 academies.  All schools have active Pupil 
Councils with representatives from each year group. Each LGB is expected to give 
due regard to issues that are raised though the Pupil Council and the management 
actions taken in response to the issues.   

Parental voice is formally built into the governance structure with the election by 
parents of two parent Governors to each LGB. Staff voice is similarly built into the 
governance structure with the election to each LGB of two employees of the 
Academy (usually one teacher and one non-teaching staff member) by employees of 
the Academy.   

As a Trust we will consider what further mechanisms for pupil, parent and staff 
representation at other governance levels may be appropriate.  
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Overview: composition of governance elements 

Trust Members 

 Ross Hall, Bob Carlton and Roger Pryce 

 Persons appointed by the Members by special resolution  

Trust Board  

 Chief Executive Officer  

 7x Trustees appointed by the Members 

 Up to 3 co-opted trustees  

Regional Boards 

 Director of Education (Secondary) and Director of Education (Primary) 

 Trust Board Trustee(s) 

 6x Regional Ambassadors appointed by the Trust Board 

 3x elected Local Governing Body Chairs 

 3x elected Principals, including at least one from primary and one from 
secondary 

 Up to 3 co-opted Regional Ambassadors  

Local Governing Bodies 

 Principal 

 4x trust-appointed governors  

 2x elected Parents 

 2x elected Staff (preferably one teaching and one non-teaching) 

 Up to 3 co-opted governors   

Note- this composition will vary in cases where a governing body covers more 
than one academy. 

 


